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Abstract:  Li-fi represents Light Fidelity and is a Visible Light Communications (VLC) framework which runs remote 

communications that movement at high speeds. Wi-Fi innovation might be utilized to give Internet access to gadgets that are 

inside the scope of a remote system that is associated with the Internet. Bragging speeds up to 224 gigabits for every second. The 

inclusion of at least one interconnected passages can reach out from a region as little as a couple of rooms to as huge the same 

number of square kilometers. In this proposed work is contrast with the Wi-Fi and li-fi innovation speed utilizing ns2 simulator. 

Inclusion in the bigger zone may require a gathering of passages with covering inclusion. The System that remote information 

correspondence between two frameworks and utilizing Wi-Fi and Li-Fi ns2 simulator. 

 

Index Terms - Visible Light Communications (VLC), ns2 simulator, Wi-Fi, speed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Trade data beginning with one spot then onto the following is a champion among the most imperative ordinary activities. As the 

amount of devices that get to the web extends, the fixed exchange speed open makes it progressively increasingly hard to 

acknowledge high data rates and interface with a secured framework. The present remote frameworks that partner us to the web are 

moderate when different contraptions are related. Nowadays, everyone is excited about using his PDA, workstation to talk with 

different people through Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) structures, and this development, Wi-Fi, is commonly used in each open locale 

like home, bistros, lodgings and plane terminals by people, also the time use of remote systems is growing exponentially reliably; 

yet the utmost is going down, in light of the constraint of Radio Frequency (RF) resources, so we will encounter the evil impacts of 

outrageous issue, for instance, Capacity, Efficiency, Availability, and security. 

Li-Fi is especially reasonable for some, well known web "content utilization" applications, for example, video and sound 

downloads, live gushing, and so forth. These applications place substantial requests on the downlink transmission capacity, 

however require insignificant uplink limit. Along these lines, most of the web traffic is off-stacked from existing RF channels, in 

this manner additionally expanding cell and Wi-Fi limits. Li-Fi can assume a noteworthy job in calming the overwhelming burdens 

which the present remote frameworks face since it includes another and unutilized transmission capacity of obvious light to the as 

of now accessible radio waves for information exchange. The obvious range is the part of the electromagnetic range that is 

noticeable to the human eye. Electromagnetic radiation in this scope of wavelengths is called obvious light. A regular human eye 

will react to wavelengths from around 390 to 700 nm. The emotional development in the utilization of LEDs (Light Emitting 

Diodes) for lighting gives the chance to join Li-Fi innovation into a plenty of LED conditions. The possibility of Li-fi is at present 

pulling in a great deal of interest, not least since it offers a veritable and productive alternative to RF. As a creating number of 

people and their continuous device get to remote web, the remote transmissions are winding up logically halted up and 

inaccessibility of free information exchange abilities to every device, making it progressively increasingly hard to get a solid, fast 

banner. Li-Fi has distinctive focal points over Wi-Fi, for instance, safe to use at nuclear power plants, warm power stations where 

Wi-Fi can't be used. 

There are four criteria's to settle on a choice on the working of Li-Fi and Wi-Fi that is, limit, proficiency, accessibility and 

security. Both Li-fi and Wi-Fi uses electromagnetic range for data transmission, yet while Wi-Fi uses radio waves, Li-Fi uses 

unmistakable light correspondence in the extent of 100Mbps.In such stations RF waves can be ruinous and can impact disaster, to 

confer in such regions simply obvious light range can be protected. Beside opposing regions Li-fi can in like manner be used in all 

spots where Wi-Fi can be used. Li-fi is accessible wherever there is accessibility of light, in this manner demolishing the need of 

having issue territories just at chosen places. 

II. HISTORY OF LIGHT FEDEILITY 

Li-Fi was introduced by German Physicist Harald Hass, presently in University of Edinburgh in UK. Hass coined the term 

Li-Fi (Light Fidelity) in 2011 while presenting the new technology at the TED (Technology Entertainment and Design) Global 

conference. As Li-Fi is in contrast to Wi-Fi, the word reaches the people as fast as possible. Li-Fi, originally named as D-light 

(short for Data Light) under the name of newly formed organization VLC (Visible Light Communication) Ltd., which was setup to 

market the technology. VLC introduced Li-Fi in the year 2012. Initially, the throughput was 1.6 Gbps using single color LED by 

August 2013. In September 2013, it is informed that no need of line-of-sight for Li-Fi. The Chinese Industries were started to work 

in Li-Fi by October 2013. After that, Beam Caster (Li-Fi local wireless network) was introduced in April 2014 by the Russian 

company. Presently, their module exchanges information at the rate of 1.25 Gbps. They are trying to increase the throughput of 5 

Gbps. 
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III. EXISTING METHODOLOGY 

The current frameworks approach the specialized difficulties of tera-scale representation with an interesting engineering that 

utilizes rapid WANs and system information stores for information organizing and transmission. This design considers the 

utilization of accessible reserve and figure assets at self-assertive areas on the system. On the work area, the illustrations 

intelligence is viably decoupled from the inactivity characteristic in system applications. High information throughput rates and 

system use are accomplished by parallelizing I/O at each phase in the application, and by pipelining the perception procedure. A 

present a nitty gritty exhibition investigation of the application, and upgrades coming about because of field-test examination 

directed as a feature of the DOE Combustion Corridor venture. 

1. LIGHTNETS: SMART LIGHTING AND MOBILE OPTICAL WIRELESS NETWORKS  

We center our review to the setting of portable interchanges given the ongoing squeezing needs in versatile remote systems 

administration. We intentional on key difficulties engaged with structuring advances together playing out the two capacities at the 

same time: Lighting and Networking. Present an instructional exercise and review of advances in these 2 innovations and 

investigate the potential for joining of the 2 as a solitary field of study: Lightnets.   

2. COORDINATED LI-FI (LIGHT FIDELITY) FOR SMART COMMUNICATION THROUGH 

ILLUMINATION 

This paper exhibits the Li-Fi essentially we center to transmitting mixed media information between two terminals utilizing 

LED's. Li-Fi is a transmission of information through brightening, in which information can be sent through a LED light globule 

that changes in force quicker than human eye can pursue. Transmission of picture through Li-Fi innovation is finished. Utilizing 

visible light for information transmission including numerous favorable circumstances and eliminates the weaknesses of 

transmission of information through electromagnetic waves. The light which we are utilizing in our everyday life isn't utilized for 

giving light yet in addition to communication by brightening. 

3. THE PATH TO A COMMUNICATION FOR NEW WAY – LIGHT FIDELITY 

In this paper, vital research endeavors have been coordinated in the course of recent years, towards investigating elective pieces 

of the electromagnetic range that could possibly offload a huge segment of the system traffic from the stuffed radio recurrence 

(RF) space. Because of the most recent upgrades, the optical wireless communication (OWC) ends up being a suitable elective 

answer for the issues of imminent radio recurrence RF range emergency, particularly in specific spots and circumstances. Right 

now, most portable information traffic is expended indoor, where light fidelity (Li-Fi) which is identified with visible light 

communication (VLC) offers heaps of specific points of interest, and successful answers for the numerous issues of wireless 

communication. The flow paper abridges the majority of the exploration, improvements and applications accomplished up until 

now and takes a gander at the distinctive parts of the qualities and shortcomings, executions, challenges, VLC IEEE standard and 

information regulation methods of the VLC and specific Li-Fi's new instituted optical wireless communication innovation. 

4. BASIC TECHNICAL ASPECT AND EXTENSIVE RESEARCH STUDY OF THE LIGHT FIDELITY 

The Visible light communication which may be the inevitable destiny of Internet. With the methodology of development, 

communication transformed into the establishment of ICT. ICT had made our globe like a town. In this paper, as on date web has 

made the rebellion on the planet .Whether you are utilizing web in a bistro, offices or at home. Speed of the web is not kidding 

issue. It an advancement that may be as fast as 500MBPS 30GBPS each minute a choice, financially shrewd and more dominant 

and  supportive than Wi-Fi. Today everyone (Business ,establishments ,affiliations, business visionaries is pushed for getting right 

information at the ideal time and right spot .Which, requires brisk web system, Technology and generous scope of channels. 

Present paper reflects the Future of Communication (LI-FI) which may impact all lives. 

5. UTILIZING MOBILE PHONE BASED CAMERA TO READ INFORMATION FROM A LI-FI SOURCE 

In this paper, the light which we are utilizing in our day by day life isn't utilized for giving light yet additionally to 

communication by brightening. Li-Fi is a most recent innovation that utilizes LED (Light Emitting Diodes) light which helps in the 

transmission of information a lot quicker and adaptable than information that can be transmitted through Wi-Fi. It alludes to 5G 

VLC frameworks utilizing LED as a medium to fast communication, Li-Fi gives better Capacity, efficiency, availability and 

security than Wi-Fi. The Radio Frequency (RF) communication experiences obstruction and high dormancy issues. 
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IV. COMPARITIVE STUDY 

 

        

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V.APPLICATIONS 

Li-Fi improvement has distinctive applications as given underneath: 

Portable Connectivity: Li-Fi utilizing advanced cells, tablets, PCs, can interconnect legitimately. This innovation utilizes short 

range joins give exceptionally high information rates    and    furthermore    gives    security. 

Education: This is the fundamental advancement that improves the web transparency speed with high transmission limit and 

secure. Subsequently informational establishments and affiliations can use this development for web access with snappy speed for 

video, audio gathering, modernized instructional exercise downloads and internet access learning. 

RF Avoidance: Li-Fi is a predominant response for this issue. Choice of Some individuals' solicitation they are effectively 

influenced to radio frequencies and are seeking. 

Debacle Management: Li-Fi can be utilized as an incredible methods for correspondence on occasion of catastrophe, for 

example, quake or sea tempests, for instance puts like tram stations and passages which are normal no man's lands for most crisis 

interchanges, don’t present block for Li-Fi, so it very well may be utilized there, as crisis correspondence. 

Environments of Hazardous: sheltered substitute to electromagnetic obstruction from radio recurrence interchanges in 

situations like as mines, space and petrochemical plants gives Li-Fi. 

Medical clinic and Healthcare: visible light communication no discharge electromagnetic impedance thus don't meddle with 

therapeutic instruments and minute areas, nor is it meddled with by Operation Theater and MRI scanners. 

Specification Li-Fi Wi-Fi 

Term Light fidelity Wireless fidelity 

Coverage 

LI-FI covers 

area 1000 cm (10 

m). 

 

Wi-Fi covers around 3000 cm (30 

m). 

Operation 

Li-fi bulbs with 

lights using 

transmit the data 

source to 

destination. 

. 

Radio waves with the assistance of 

router using Wi-Fi transmit 

information. 

components 

LEDs utilizes 

transmit the data 

and Photo-

detectors using 

receiving the data 

li-fi dongle). 

 

Routers, mobile data (hotspot) is 

utilizing sending and receiving  the 

data (Wi-Fi dongle). 

Wave length 

Light with 

wavelength 

running from 380 

nm to 780 nm for 

information 

correspondence 

among LEDs and 

photograph 

locators. 

Frequency bands viz. 2.4 GHz, 5 

GHz. 

IEEE Standard IEEE 802.15.7 IEEE 802.11 

Speed 
Per second 

224gigabits. 

802.11a 20 Mbps 

802.11n 100 Mbps 

802.11ac 200 Mbps 

Maintenance 

Implementati

on and 

maintenance 

cost is low. 

Minimum maintenance. 

Points of 

interest of utilizing these 

advances 

Can go through 

ocean water 
Cannot go through ocean water. 

Privacy 

Lights is cannot 

through the walls 

so li-fi lights 

blocked by a wall. 

RF single cannot blocked by a wall 

and hence need employ techniques 

to achieve secure data transfer. 
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Submerged Communications: solid flag retention in water, unsatisfactory utilizes RF. Li-Fi gives an answer for short-go 

correspondences. Acoustic waves data transfer capacity low and life of marine disarrange.  

RF Spectrum Relief: Additional bit of confinement solicitations of spore frameworks can be offloaded to where available in Li-

Fi frameworks. This is accidentally suitable on the bottlenecks where downlink will by and occurs large. 

VI. TECHNOLOGY COMPLEXITY AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed work is contrast with the Wi-Fi and li- fi innovation speed. The System that remote information correspondence 

between two frameworks and utilizing Wi-Fi and Li-Fi ns2 simulator. Li-Fi is a bidirectional, light based type of correspondence 

offering high information exchange speeds. It uses light the manner in which radio waves are in Wi-Fi to exchange information 

remotely. Li-Fi utilizes lighting which is required by individuals. Subsequently, the presentation of Li-Fi does not put us at any 

additional hazard. 

Researchers have had the capacity to accomplish speeds as high as 224Gbps by keeping the gadget contiguous   a   wellspring 

of light . The same streaming data (Audio, Video,  Text based, and Image) transfer through the Wi-Fi actual spending time 

7 sec at the same time the same streaming data transfer through the li-fi actual spending time 4 sec. So the li-fi is saving 3 

sec.Finally proved the speed of Wi-Fi more than li-fi. 

VII. ARCHITECTURE OF PROPOSED WORK 
In this architecture 30 nodes created for clustering process after clustering only 3 nodes will be using for data transfer.3 nodes 

data transfer speed calculated both  Wi-Fi and li-fi. 
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FLOWCHART 
In this flow chart start with node initialization after node creation will clustering the node based  on group of network. Then 

select source node via data transfer through the Wi-Fi and li-fi to the destination node. Will be calculating the speed of Wi-Fi 

and Li- Fi. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

DATA FLOW DIAGRAM 
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VIII. LIMITATIONS . 

 In spite of the fact that it is a noteworthy barrier against programmers, the reality remains that the Wi- 

Fi system can address a bigger group of onlookers that Li-Fi can't do, for example, working the Wi-Fi 

through dividers   to   achieve   different   rooms. The lights additionally need to stay ON constantly. 

Without light, it is essentially unrealistic to transmit information. 

 It has been suggested that diminishing the power of light can be adequate to exchange information 

however this change can be identified by the human eye. Wherever there is inaccessibility of light, li-fi 

can't work. Likewise, it can't work if it's down- pouring. 

 Li-Fi utilizes light as a hotspot for transmitting the information, yet penetration of light is absurd 

through the divider. 

 Due to daylight and different wellsprings of light, there can be variety in the ideal outcomes. 

 It cannot be utilized for long separation transmission. 

    

 IX. RESULTS 

 

 
Node installation 

 

Clustering the node based on group of network 

 

 
 

Choose the path for data transmit source to destination 
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Data transmit in Wi-Fi starting time 1.0 sec 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data transmit in Wi-Fi finishing time 1.7 sec 

 

Data transmit in li-fi starting time 1.8 sec 
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Data transmit in Wi-Fi finishing time 2.1 sec 

 

 

 

X.  CONCLUSION 

The proposed work is contrast with the Wi-Fi and li- fi innovation speed. The System that remote information 

correspondence between two frameworks and utilizing Wi-Fi and Li-Fi ns2 simulator. The same streaming data 

transfer through the Wi-Fi actual spending time 7 sec at the same time the same streaming data transfer through the 

li-fi actual spending time 4 sec. So the li-fi is saving 3 sec. Finally  proved the speed of Wi-Fi more than li-fi. 
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